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The deeper question, raised earlier,
is never even asked:
Is it ever rrorally
acceptable for some beings to benefit from

WHALE

the harms they cause to other beings?
Would biomedical and behavioral research
cane to a halt if the above question were
asked and the result were that animal experi
mentation ceased?
Probably not, but this is
much too large an issue to get into here.
However, suppose it did cease.
The human
. species would doubtless continue to exist,
just as it did before animal experimentation
began, with a d:iminished lifespan and quality
of life, to be sure. Yet other institutions,
fr01l1 which humans individually and collec
tively have benefited--for example slavery-
have bee!?- abandoned for rroral reasons.
And
many rrore should be, for similar reasons,
such as the oppression of women, children,
the elderly, and marginal peoples, and the
pursuit of "superiority" in nuclear weapons.
I am not arguing here that animal experimen
tation should be stopped, only pointing out
that the fact that stopping it would cause us
much inconvenience and even misery is not the
end of the matter.

(dedicated to Paul Watson and the Sea Shefilerd)

I looked into the eye of the whale
and saw the person looking back at me,
and she said to me,
"You are witness.
You cannot now turn away, II
Nor could I.
Cords of light-
cords of steel
bind me to her
for all time
and wherever I am
and wherever she is.
They are my burden
and my joy.
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in rroral fililosofily that has already happened
in biology:
the evolution of our concept of
animals will merge with the evolution of our
concept of humanity, and we will cane to
recognize that together we all form one liv
ing, rrorally significant and worthy corrmunity
of interests on this planet.

ANIMALS.

Do they matter?
An exciting new awareness is
unfolding about our relationship
with animals and thE' rest of the
natural world. Read aonul it in
TIlE ANIMALS' AGENDA.
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